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Abstract

Knowing the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET)

of a program is necessary when designing and verifying

real-time systems. A correct WCET calculation method

must take into account the possible program ow (like

loop iterations and function calls), as well as e�ects of

hardware features like caches and pipelines.

In this paper we describe our work on comparing two

di�erent calculation methods for �nding the WCET of

a real-time program, namely the Implicit Path Enu-

meration Technique (IPET) and the Path-based cal-

culation method.

We investigate a structured way to fairly compare

the computational complexity, as well as the expressive-

ness, i.e. the set of possible program ow constraints

that can be handled by the two methods.

Keywords: WCET, hard real-time, embedded sys-

tems, ILP, path search.

1. Introduction

The purpose of Worst-Case Execution Time

(WCET) analysis is to provide a priori information

about the worst possible execution time of a program

before using the program in a system. WCET esti-
mates are used in real-time systems development to

perform scheduling and schedulability analysis, to de-

termine whether performance goals are met for periodic

tasks, and to check that interrupts have su�ciently
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short reaction times. The goal of WCET analysis is
to generate a safe (i.e. no underestimation) and tight

(i.e. small overestimation) estimate of the worst-case

execution time of the program.

To generate a WCET estimate, we consider a pro-

gram to be processed through the phases of program
ow analysis, low level analysis and calculation.

The program ow analysis phase determines the
dynamical behaviour of the program. The result is

information about which functions get called, how

many times loops iterate, dependencies between if-
statements, etc.

The purpose of low-level analysis is to determine
the execution time for each atomic unit of ow (e.g.

an instruction or a basic block), given the architecture

and features of the target system. Examples of features

to consider are pipelines and caches.

In this paper we focus on the calculaton phase which
generates the �nal WCET estimate for the program,

given the program ow and the low-level analysis re-

sults. We investigate two di�erent calculation ap-

proaches, namely the Implicit Path Enumeration Tech-

nique (IPET) and the Path-based method.

Several results using the respective method have

been previously published (see Section 2). However,

it is necessary to objectively compare the di�erent cal-

culation methods in order to �nd out which one is ap-
propriate for a particular problem. E.g., it may turn

out that one method is generally better than the other,

or, more likely, that there are cases where one approach

performs better than the other and vice versa. There-
fore, we are developing a strategy to evaluate the two

proposed methods. We are particularly interested in

their ability to handle various program ow informa-
tions and in their computational complexity.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a
way of doing a fair and structured comparison of the

Path- and IPET-based calculation methods.
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2. Related Work

There are three main categories of WCET calcula-
tion methods proposed in literature: Path-, Tree-, or

IPET (Implicit Path Enumeration Technique)-based.

In a Path-based calculation [6, 11], the �nal WCET

estimate is generated by calculating times for di�erent
paths in a program, searching for the path with the

longest execution time. The de�ning feature is that

possible execution paths are explicitly represented.
In Tree-based methods [1, 8], the �nal WCET is

generated by a bottom-up traversal of a tree represent-

ing the program. The analysis results for smaller parts

of the program are used to make timing estimates for
larger parts of the program.

IPET-based methods [5, 7, 9, 10] express program

ow and atomic execution times using algebraic and/or

logical constraints. The WCET estimate is calculated
by maximizing an objective function, while satisfying

all constraints.

To our knowledge, this is the �rst paper that deals

with a comparison of di�erent calculation methods.

3. Properties of Calculation Methods

In the following, we describe the IPET and Path-
based calculation methods in more detail.

3.1. IPET-based Calculation
In IPET the ow of a program is modeled as an

assignment of values to execution count variables. The

values reect the total number of executions of each

node for an execution of the program.
Each entity with a count variable (xentity) also has

a time variable (tentity) giving the contribution of that

part of the program to the total execution time (for

each time it is executed).
The possible ows given by the structure of the pro-

gram are modeled using structural constraints. For

each node, the sum of the incoming ows is equal to

the outgoing ows.
In addition to the structural constraints, there are

constraints given by the information about possible

and impossible program ows. Some constraints are

mandatory, like upper bounds on loops, while others
will only tighten the �nal WCET estimate, like infor-

mation on infeasible paths through the program.

TheWCET estimate is generated by maximizing the
sum of the products of the execution counts and exe-

cution times (subject to the ow constraints):

WCET = maximize(
X

8entity

xentity � tentity)

This maximization problem can be solved using con-

straint solving or integer linear programming (ILP).

3.2. Path-based Calculation
The idea of a Path-based calculation method is to

apply standard graph algorithms for �nding longest

paths in the control ow of a given program.
In our case, the basic path calculation deploys an al-

gorithm for �nding the k shortest paths as described in

[2]. The algorithm works as follows: First, the longest
path in the graph is sought using a standard longest

path algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra's algorithm). This path

is then checked for feasibility, and if it isn't feasible,

it is excluded from the graph, and the search begins
again, now �nding the second-longest path. This is re-

peated until a feasible path is found. The �rst feasible

path found is the longest executable path in the ow

graph and its length is the WCET of the program.

3.3. Main Characteristics
IPET does not �nd the worst case execution path

but just gives the worst case count on each node. There

is no information about the precise execution order.

In contrast to this, the Path-based approach explicitly

computes the longest executable path in the program.
This may be a valuable information for the program-

mer, e.g. for tuning and debugging purposes.

The IPET method computes an execution count for
each node in the control ow graph, i.e. how often it

is executed in the worst case. In contrast to this, the

Path-based method needs to know the execution counts

of nodes before the path search starts, since a standard
longest path search algorithm is not able to derive this

kind of information. Therefore, it is necessary to collect

this information before the actual path search, e.g. by

�rst investigating several subpaths of the control ow
(comparable with a Tree-based calculation), in order to

�nd out how often a node can be executed considering

all given ow information.

4. Comparing Calculation Methods

When investigating di�erent calculation methods for
WCET Analysis, this must be made with respect to

criteria of a 'good' calculation method:

� expressive: A calculation method should be able to

handle detailed ow information coming from the
program ow analysis phase. Furthermore, it should

be capable of handling all results coming from the

low level analysis.

� e�cient: It should have reasonable execution times

and memory consumption.

� safe and tight: It should not add any pessimism by

itself and the WCET estimate should not be unsafe

if the low- and high-level analyses used are safe.

We are investigating how well the two proposed
methods ful�l these demands, in particular their han-

dling of program ow informations and their e�ciency.
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Figure 1. Scopes with attached Flow Facts

To be able to compare the two methods, we have

to provide them with a variety of information about

possible and impossible ows in the program. For this
purpose, we use a ow fact speci�cation language [4].

The control ow of the program is modeled as a

scope graph (Figure 1). Intuitively, each scope corre-

sponds to a certain repeating or di�erentiating execu-
tion environment in the program, like a function call

or loop. Each node of the control ow graph belongs

to exactly one scope, and represents the execution of a
certain basic block in the program in the environment

given by a scope and its superscopes. Edges represent

the ow of the program between the basic blocks.

Each scope has as a set of associated ow informa-

tion facts. Each ow information fact consists of three

parts: the name of the scope where the fact is de�ned,

a context speci�er, and a constraint expression.

The context speci�er speci�es during what iterations
the fact should be valid and how the constraint expres-

sion should be interpreted. We distinguish between

facts that should be valid for all iterations of a scope

or just for a range of iterations (e.g. 1..10). We can in-
terpret the constraint expression as a constraint either

on each single speci�ed iteration (using < >) or on all

speci�ed iterations together (using [ ]).

The constraint is given as a relation over count vari-

ables (xentity) and integers, specifying constraints on

the number of times corresponding nodes and edges

can be taken.

The speci�cation of this input language for the cal-

culation methods implies that the given ow informa-

tion �rst have to be converted in order to make them

applicable for the respective method. Thus, we divide
the calculation into two steps: Firstly a conversion

phase which compiles the given ow information to a

form suitable for the calculation, and secondly the cal-

culation phase producing the �nal WCET estimate.

The �rst step mainly determines what types of

ow information can be considered by the calculation

method, while in the second step a calculation method

shows its computational complexity.

The following paragraphs describe the conversion

phase of the IPET and the Path calculation method.

IPET conversion phase The basic idea for the

conversion phase of the IPET approach is to introduce

virtual scopes for di�erent ranges in ow facts. Since

a fact speci�ed for a certain range is not valid for all
iterations of a scope, we treat each range as a virtual

scope in itself. Each virtual scope is represented by

additional variables and constraints that are added to

the input for the constraint solver.

For example, the two facts s : [1..10]:xA = 2

(which means: Node A must, for each entry of scope
s, execute exactly two times during the �rst ten iter-

ations), and s : <11..30>:xA � xB (i.e. for each iter-

ation 11 thru 30 of scope s an execution of B implies

an execution of A. Node A can still get executed on its

own) will create the two virtual scope variables xs:1::10
A

and x
s:11::30

A
, each holding the number of times node A

is executed in the respective iteration space. If node
A only can get executed during these iterations, the

global IPET variable xA (holding the total number of

times that A gets executed) is equal to the sum of these

two created virtual scope variables.

For a more detailed description of the ow represen-

tation language and the conversion phase of the IPET
calculation, we refer to [4].

Path-based conversion phase For the Path-based

analysis we use the same algorithm as in IPET to de-
rive virtual scopes. However, in contrast to the IPET

method, the virtual scopes are explicitly represented in

the graph as scopes containing nodes and edges. E.g.

for our two example facts we will produce two new
scopes, s : 1..10 and s : 11..30, containing copies of

the nodes and edges of the original scope s. This con-

version prepares the program ow information in a nat-

ural way for the graph algorithms that will be applied
in the calculation phase.

Flow facts are checked during the path search. For
example, when a longest path is found, it is checked

if it contains nodes that are mutually exclusive, like

in s : <i..j>:xA + xB � 1. If the path contains both

nodes A and B, it is infeasible and thus the algorithm
continues with the next-longest path as described in

Section 3.2.

Clearly, not all kinds of ow facts can be handled
e�ciently by the respective calculation methods, and

di�erent types of facts have di�erent inuence on the

complexity of the calculation step. We therefore pro-

pose the following structured way to make a fair com-
parison of the e�ectiveness and expressiveness of the

two methods: We start by adding ow facts which just
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give �niteness bounds on loops and successively add

more complicated types of ow facts to the input in
order to see how they a�ect the calculation phase:

� Add ow facts which introduce infeasible paths for
all iterations of a scope, e.g. specifying mutually ex-

clusive nodes (not creating virtual scopes).

� Add ow facts which introduce virtual scopes, but

no constraints on feasible paths.

� Add combinations of the above, i.e. facts that let

a virtual scope have di�erent longest paths for dif-

ferent iterations. This means that a local search is

necessary within each scope in order to �nd out how
many times each path can be taken and to calculate

a local WCET for each virtual scope.

� Add facts that a�ect several scopes. This implies

that a local search is insu�cient, and that it is nec-

essary to consider several virtual scopes simultane-

ously.

� Add multi-dimensional facts (i.e. facts about loops

with subloops [4]), and facts about nodes located in
lower scopes.

� Add variability in the iteration count of a scope, and
maybe other features as we discover them in tested

programs.

For each step, we compare the complexity of the

calculation. In order to measure the computational
complexity, we collect the following information:

� The size of the generated virtual scope graph

� The size of the constraint system (i.e. no. of variables

and no. of constraints)

� The total calculation time to �nd the WCET

� The no. of paths investigated by the path method

The precision of the calculations can be checked by

comparing the WCET that is computed by the two
methods.

Note that we consider the e�ects of the low-level

analysis to be �xed, i.e. its inuence on the calculation

methods is the same for both the IPET- and the Path-
based approach. As we focus on the di�erences of the

calculation methods, we can e.g. assume that each basic

block has a WCET of 1. Thus, the total WCET is

found by just counting the number of nodes executed.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a strategy for objectively com-
paring two calculation methods with regard to their

expressiveness of ow information and also their calcu-

lation power.

We are currently doing some measurements on the
computational complexity of the IPET- and the Path-

based calculation. We use several example programs

(some of which have been used by other WCET analy-

sis research groups). We also use some large test pro-
grams in order to push the calculation methods to their

limits.

For the Path-based approach, we are further inves-

tigating algorithms for performing local searches on
parts of the scope graph, in order to derive the worst-

case execution counts of nodes.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to �nd out

what kinds of ow facts are really useful for real-time
programs. Therefore, it is necessary to �nd out what

kinds of ow information can actually be provided by

designers or by automatically analysing the code. This

could be achieved by doing further analysis of the pro-
grams collected during the MARE project [3], and new

programs collected.

In the future, it might also be interesting to include
comparisons with Tree-based calculation methods.
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